The kappa coefficient is a popular descriptive statistic for summarizing the cross classification of two nominal variables with identical categories. It has been frequently observed in the literature that combining two categories increases the value of kappa. In this note we prove the following existence theorem for kappa: For any nontrivial k × k agreement table with k ∈ N ≥3 categories, there exist two categories such that, when combined, the kappa value of the collapsed (k − 1) × (k − 1) agreement table is higher than the original kappa value. In addition, there exist two categories such that, when combined, the kappa value of the collapsed table is smaller than the original kappa value.
Introduction
The kappa coefficient [4, 6, 8, 3, 19, 15, 16, 18 ] is a popular descriptive statistic for summarizing the cross classification of two nominal variables with k ∈ N ≥2 identical categories. These k × k tables occur in various fields of science, including psychometrics, educational measurement, epidemiology, map comparison [14] and content analysis [11] . Suppose that two observers each distribute m ∈ N ≥1 objects (individuals) among a set of k ∈ N ≥2 mutually exclusive categories, that are defined in advance. Let the agreement table A with elements a ij (i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}) be the cross classification of the ratings of the observers, where a ij indicates the number of objects placed in category i by the first observer and in category j by the second observer. For notational convenience, let P be the agreement The number of categories used in various classification schemes varies from the minimum number of two to five in many practical applications. It is sometimes desirable to combine some of the k categories, for example, when two categories are easily confused, and then calculate the kappa value of the collapsed (k − 1) × (k − 1) agreement table. It has been frequently observed in applications that this increases the value of kappa. Furthermore, Fleiss [5] considered all mergers of four of the five categories of a data set and showed that combining categories can both increase and decrease the value of kappa. Kraemer [9] presented a method for testing if an increase in the value of kappa is a significant change. Schouten [13] presented a necessary and sufficient condition for the value of kappa to increase when two categories are combined, and showed that the result can be used to detect categories that are easily confused.
Schouten [13] showed that it depends on which categories are combined whether the value of kappa increases or decreases. These categories can be found by trial and error, or by the procedures proposed in [13] . The result presented in [13] gives rise to the following question: Is it always possible to increase or decrease the value of kappa by merging two categories. The answer is affirmative. In the following we show that for any nontrivial table with k ∈ N ≥3 categories there exist two categories such that, when the two are merged, the kappa value of the collapsed (k−1)×(k−1) agreement table is higher than the original kappa value, and that there exist two categories such that, when combined, the kappa value of the collapsed table is smaller than the original kappa value.
Results
The main result is the theorem below. We first present two auxiliary results. 
The latter inequality is equivalent to b n /c n < u/v, since u > b n and v > c n , and because b n and c n are nonnegative numbers. This completes the proof.
For the lemma and theorem below, we assume the following situation. Let P be any k×k agreement 
for i ∈ {2, . . . , k} and j ∈ {1, . . . , i − 1}. We have
The result then follows from application of Lemmas 1 and 2.
Discussion
In the previous section we proved that for any agreement table with k ∈ N ≥3 categories, there exist two categories such that, when the two are combined, the kappa value of the collapsed (k−1)×(k−1) agreement table is higher than the original kappa value, and that there exist two categories such that, when combined, the kappa value of the collapsed table is smaller than the original kappa value. Especially an increase in the value of kappa when merging categories has been frequently observed in applications. The theorem is an existence theorem. It states that there exist categories for increasing (decreasing) the kappa value, but it does not specify which categories these are.
As an example, consider the data in Table 1 . The 3 × 3 table has a kappa value of 0.492. With 3 categories there are 3 pairs of categories that can be combined. Table 2 contains the 2 × 2 tables [17] that we obtain if, respectively, categories 1 and 2, 1 and 3, and 2 and 3 are combined. If categories 1 and 2 are merged the kappa value decreases to 0.308. If categories 1 and 3 or 2 and 3 are combined the kappa value increases to 0.524 and 0.560 respectively.
The existence theorem is applicable if the elements of the agreement table are not all equal (any nontrivial k×k table). As a result it is possible, after combining two categories, to inspect the collapsed Although the existence theorem states that for k ∈ N ≥3 there exist two categories for increasing the kappa value, it is perhaps not methodologically sound to improve a nominal scale using only statistical criteria. For example, after combining categories the resultant scale may have higher reliability but lack face validity. Furthermore, if merging two categories raises the value of kappa, this may indicate that the two categories are easily confused. Several authors have developed measures of confusion between pairs of categories [7, 10, 12] . These methods of analysis can be used to identify pairs of classifications between which there is substantial confusion.
